Dear Sir / Madam,

Multiculturalism has been very successful in Australia with many different nationalities blending into our society and embracing our values and way of life and have made good citizens. When migrants choose to migrate to Australia and make Australia their home they must adapt to our Laws, beliefs and way of life, they must leave what applies in their country of origin behind, they can still have their beliefs but should not insist laws should be changed / modified to suit their religion or beliefs.

The only group to differ has been the Muslims where they are demanding special treatment because of their religion as it does not fit in with Australian culture, beliefs and our laws are not suitable to them. We have had this religion forced upon us and been made to change our way of life to suit the Muslim Immigrant so not to offend them. What about them offending Australians and our way of life, does that not count? After all it’s our country and we are constantly being offended by this group.

The Muslim religion is not compatible with a democratic society and the Koran spells out who they can mix with and who they can’t. Muslims can only have a Muslim for a friend but a non Muslim can only be an acquaintance. They cannot marry a non Muslim and if they do it causes issues where fathers and brothers have killed a daughter or sister in the name of family honor, this has not happened in Australia up to this point, I believe given time it will eventually happen. They cannot change their religion without the threat of death or reprisal, this goes against our values of freedom of expression and does not promote Multiculturalism as the Government intended it to.

They constantly demand we modify or change our laws because Australian law does not fit in with their religious beliefs. We have one set of Laws made up over many years that has made Australia what it is today and the Muslims are demanding sections of Shari Law to be introduced with regards to banking arrangements, disputes between Muslims etc. We can not have a minority group wanting special treatment and they must be one set of laws for all. They also tend to move into one area to live and ends up looking like a foreign county and if Australian passes through the area they frown upon.

The Muslim religion is more a cult because it does not allow woman to be equal, they will only allow animals to be killed in a barbaric way and not a humane way. They demean their women and force them to wear clothing that completely cover their bodies. Most Australians find this very intimidating and unsafe because no one
knows who is actually behind the clothing. One cannot go inside a Bank with showing there face but a Muslim can, this is unsafe and discriminating.

The Muslim have extremely large families and is costing the Australian Tax payer hugh sums of money with child and parenting allowances. They pay very little taxation because most of the money is returned to them in the way of family payments. The smaller Australian families are wearing the burden to support these large Muslims families in some cases the male person has up to three wives which is illegal in this country. The religion is taking Australia over by stealth because of there relentless breading. I feel for my grand children because they will lose our way of life and eventually Australia will become a Muslim county in the not to near future it Muslim migration is not stopped.

This cannot be allowed to happen after all those who have died in wars to protect our country and our way of life.

Muslims claim they religion is one of peace, I beg to differ, take a look around the world where most of the wars are taking place, it is 90% Muslim countries and caused because the Muslims cannot see another person point of view and the Koran states Jihad so its OK to kill and maim non believers in the name of Allah. There is no other religion that promotes violence to justify the religion.

We cannot have Muslims in our Armed forces because of there beliefs. If we went to war with a Muslim country it would cause major problems because they would see the Muslims as Brothers and Australia as an invading Infidel and we would have an enemy with-in. Muslims swear their allegiance to the religion and not the country, this should not be or cannot be accepted and adds to the case Muslim immigration must cease because of this allegiance.

It is time for the Australian Government to act a see the Muslim Religion for what it is and stop changing laws and bowing to the religion so not to offend them. It appears everything about Australia offends them but the Muslim does not see that there religion offends most Australians. This must change; after all it is our country.

Germany, England and France to name a few has stated Multiculturalism has failed in their countries mainly due to Muslim Immigrants not wanting to assimilate or not able because of the religion, this should tell us it is not going to work in Australia. Recently one of the Government minister said Multiculturalism it is working in Australia when it clearly not working because of the Muslim issues.

To sum it up Immigration should be postponed until the full flow on effects of the Muslim immigrants can be fully assessed and if the Muslim religion does not support the Australian way of life and our democratic system, Muslim immigration must stop. We should not have to change our beliefs and lifestyle to suit a religion that does not promote harmony and peace. Hopefully this inquiry about Multiculturalism will see the Muslim religion for what it is, a religion of violence

I do not want to been seen as a racists as I am stating facts that effect our country and its citizens. I have an Asian Wife who is more Australia than I, she has embraced our way of life and we have two children who have learnt to live with both cultures without any issues. This is how it should be.

The cut off date for the Inquiry into Multiculturalism in Australia should be extended and publicised in the Media across Australia because very few Australians are aware of this inquiry and many would like the have their say.

Thank you for giving me the chance to take part in this Inquiry into Multiculturalism in Australia. I would appreciate freed back regarding the outcome of this inquiry.

Yours faithfully,